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Abstract
We have been studying some of the essential factors that con-
stitute interpersonal relations between humans and computers
by focusing on social bonding in proto-communications (the
interaction between adults and human infants or pets). From
this viewpoint, this paper presents psychological experiments
on the interaction between humans and animated characters that
mimic the human voice at the prosodic level using prosody-
only voice under different vocal rate of character’s voice: (a)
faster than normal, (b) normal speed, and (c) slower than nor-
mal. We examine the subjects’ impression towards animated
characters with the above conditions of their voice using post-
questionnaire and analyse the change of the speech rate of sub-
jects. The results indicate that most humans may prefer an ani-
mated character with a faster voice to that with a slower voice.
Moreover, the speech rate of humans changes to opposite of vo-
cal rate of animated characters’ voice. I.e. the speech rate of
subjects becomes slower when the voice of character becomes
faster, and vice versa.

1. Introduction
In daily life, humans talk with infants or pets that make utter-
ances in prosody-only voice, such as the babbling of an infant or
the call of an animal. This raises the following questions: Con-
sidering that little linguistic information is conveyed through
these utterances, why do humans enjoy interacting with these
primitive partners? Can this phenomenon be applied to human-
computer interaction?

We tried to achieve social interaction with empathy between
humans and computers by using an example of such primitive
interaction between humans and infants or pets [2]. Specifi-
cally, we focused on echoic mimicry utterances with prosody-
only voice, i.e., the babbling of a baby or the call of an animal,
as a key to enhancing empathic relationships with partners, even
though this form of communication cannot send much linguis-
tic information [1, 3, 4]. We have examined the social effects
echoic mimicry using prosody-only voice through psychologi-
cal experiments under different mimicry output probability con-
ditions [3] and under different output response timing condi-
tions [1, 4].

We focused on the social effects that a computer can give
a human under different time-scale modification of voice. The
change of vocal rate of a person affects psychological impres-
sion of them, as has been pointed out[5, 6, etc]. It has been also
considered that the change of vocal rate of a person affects that
of other participants in a conversation, and such a coordination
conducts empathic relationship. Our particular interests were in
what kinds of impressions the human develops when the com-
puter vocalizes faster or slower than natural vocal speed, and
what kinds of effects actual vocal rate of participants works as
a result of coordination through interaction.

Figure 1: Example of a system implementation for an experi-
ment

Figure 2: Example of an interactive session between a human
and an animated character

The conventional studies on the effects of vocal rate have
examined just the impressions of subjects hearing articulate
sounds , e.g., English, Japanese, etc, by post-questionnaire with
little focusing on the coordination among participants in con-
versation [5, 6, etc]. Moreover, these experiments, if anything,
are perception tests rather than interactive sessions.

In this paper, we investigate an interactive system that mim-
ics the prosodic features of the human voice using prosody-
only voice under different vocal rate conditions: a) becoming
75% faster in steps, b) the natural vocal speed, and c) becom-
ing 140% slower than the natural speed in steps. We perform a
psychological experiment to evaluate the social effects of differ-
ent vocal rates when a computer mimics the prosodic features
of the human voice using prosody-only voice. In addition, we
analyse how affects the change of vocal rate of computer to that
of humans using actual interaction data.

2. Method
[Experimental environment] An experiment was performed to
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Figure 3: Examples of the system’s output voice: (a) the sys-
tem expresses a mimicking voice after a subject’s utterance (up-
per), and (b) the system expresses a non-mimicking voice of
three morae with a constant prosody after a subject’s utterance
(lower)

examine psychological effects when the vocal rate of computer
changes step by step. In this experiment, we used an animated
character on a computer as the interface for interaction. The
character has the ability to produce prosody-only voice while
changing the vocal speed according to the system illustrated in
Fig. 1. The subjects can interact with the character without any
bias because the character has an abstract appearance and voice
(Fig. 2). The subjects interact with the character displayed on a
17-inch screen via a headset.

The system works as follows: an audio signal from a mi-
crophone is sampled at 16 (kHz) (A/D Conversion). The time
sequence of the power pattern, i.e., the loudness of the human
voice, is calculated for each frame of the audio (Power Detec-
tion). The segmentation of the speech is determined by the
threshold energy based on the result of the power calculation
(Speech Segmentation). The time sequence of anf0 pattern,
i.e., the pitch of the human voice, is calculated for each segment
(F0 Detection). For the experiment,f0 patterns are detected by
the Average Magnitude Differential Function (AMDF) method.
prosody-only voice are synthesized by combining sine waves
based on the power calculation andf0 pattern (Speech Gener-
ation). For the purpose of experimental control, we prepared
templates as non-mimicry voice using prosody-only voice that
include one or two morae synthesized by a combination of
sine waves or triangular waves. These templates use constant
prosody like a back-channel response of humans (Template
Speech Generation). Both prosody-only voice changes their
vocal rate according to the time-scale modification algorithm
(Change of Speech Rate). These sounds are played through
speakers. A human can interact with the system independently
of her or his spoken language.

Figure 3 illustrates two examples of time sequences of
sound waves andf0 patterns on the interaction between a sub-
ject (right channel) and an animated character (left channel):

Figure 4: Examples of building blocks used by a subject (giraffe
(left), parrot (middle), rabbit (right))

Fig. 3 (upper) illustrates the animated character expressing a
mimicking voice against the subject’s voiceTorisan, (Japanese
for a bird) and Fig. 3 (lower) illustrates the animated charac-
ter expressing non-mimicking voice using prosody-only voice
based on templates against the same subject’s voiceTorisan.
The upper part of the picture part shows that the loudness, pitch,
and rhythm patterns of the character’s voice are similar to the
features of the human voice. By contrast, the lower part of the
picture shows that the loudness, pitch, and rhythm patterns of
the character’s voice is constant and independent of the human
voice.
[Conditions] There are three conditions for thevoice rate of the
character as follows1:

(a) faster condition: the vocal speed of the character be-
comes 75% faster, step by step than the vocal speed of
subject’s voice

(b) slower condition: the vocal speed of the character be-
comes 140% slower, step by step than the vocal speed of
subject’s voice

(c) neutral condition: the vocal speed of the character is the
same as vocal speed of subject’s voice

[Subjects] 24 university students (from 18 to 25 years old).
[Procedure] The experiment was carried out in the following
sequence.

(1) Subjects watch a sample interaction video for about two
minutes.

(2) They listen to the instructions illustrated below.

(3) They interact with the character using infant building
blocks (Fig. 4) for a period of four minutes.

(4) They answer a questionnaire about their impression of
interaction with the character.

(5) They repeat steps 1 - 4 two more times under different
conditions.

[Instructions] The experimenter explains that the character on
the computer screen in front of subject has the same intelligence
level as a one-year-old child and it is therefore not very smart.
The subject is told to teach the character the names of objects
while assembling the objects with building blocks. While giv-
ing the instructions, the experimenter shows the subject samples

1However, the output probability of mimicry voice with prosody-
only voice is set constant under every condition: mimicry voice (80%)
and non-mimicry voice (20%). For theglance andmotion conditions,
the character is set to perform the same expression for each under all
voice rate conditions. For the glance condition, it always turns its head
to the front. For the motion condition, it always rolls from side to side
by default. When it detects the voice of a human, it stops rolling. Then,
when it starts to talk to the subject, it becomes larger than its default
size. The character responds after an 500 msec delay for both mimicry
voice and non-mimicry voice when the subject talks to it.
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Figure 5: Results of psychological evaluation: social desirability (left) and individual familiarity (right)

of animals or cars that can be created using the building blocks.
[Evaluation Measure] The subject can start to interact with the
character easily because the subject has been given the above
instructions. In a psychological evaluation after the interactive
session, the experimenter asks the subject to answer a question-
naire including the following evaluation items which are pre-
pared based on a pilot study on psychological evaluations of in-
teraction between humans and robots [7], or anthropomorphic
agents [8]. All of these items were evaluated based on a 7-point
scale by the subjects.
1. Social Desirability

Cooperation: Degree of cooperation that the subject feels to-
wards the character when the subject interacts with the
character

Task achievement: Degree of task achievement that the sub-
ject feels towards the character when the subject interacts
with the character

Stress-reduction: Degree of stress that the subject feels to-
wards the character when the subject interacts with the
character

2. Individual Familiarity

Friendliness: Degree of friendliness that the subject feels to-
wards the character when the subject interacts with the
character

Likability: Degree of likability that the subject feels towards
the character when the subject interacts with the charac-
ter

Sympathy: Degree of sympathy that the subject feels towards
the character when the subject interacts with the charac-
ter

On psychological evaluation, it will be likely that the subjects
prefer the character with the faster voice rate in social desirabil-
ity while they prefer the character with the slower voice rate in
individual familiarity.
[Analysis measure] Our measurements of the vocal rate of sub-
jects in the interactive sessions is based on the average mora du-
rations of the voice unit that was bounded by pauses longer than
100 msec according to the method in [9]. In this method, the
average mora duration (AMD) of a voice unit is the duration of
the voice unit divided by the number of morae appearing in the
voice unit. Therefore, a smaller AMD of a voice unit means a
higher speech rate over the voice unit, and a larger AMD means

a lower speech rate.
On analysis of conversational data, it will be likely that the vocal
rate of the subjects similarly changes faster or slower according
to that of the character as a result of coordination.

3. Results and Discussions
I. Psychological evaluation
Full factorial ANOVAs were performed on all of the measures
as within-subject factors by using MOS values (Fig. 5).

There were significant differences in individual familiarity
among the three vocal rate of the character:F (2, 23) = 3.452,
p < .05 between neutral and slower conditions insocial desir-
ability (Fig. 5 (left)). And There were no significant differences
in individual familiarity among the three vocal rates of the char-
acter:F (2, 23) = 1.456,p = .240 among three conditions in
individual familiarity (Fig. 5 (right)).

The total tendencies of the MOS values were almost all
the same, and the subjects evaluated the animated charac-
ter positively according to the following order of vocal rate:
slower< faster< neutral. This result indicates that the impres-
sion humans form of social desirability depends on the impres-
sion of individual familiarity independent of the system design.

The reasons why the subjects felt more positive about the
character with faster vocal rate than slower are as follows:

� The subjects might rhythmically interact with the char-
acter of faster vocal rate at their own utterance speed be-
cause the character returned shorter responses after their
talk.

� The subjects might interpret the longer responses of the
character with slower vocal rate as the talk back to them.

II. Analysis of conversational data
Figure 6 shows the average speech rates of six subjects using
AMD (average mora duration).

The total tendencies of the average mora duration were
almost all the same as the following order of the vocal rate:
slower< faster except subject E. This result means that the
speech rate of the subject did not change to match the vocal
rate of the character but exhibited the reverse tendency: the sub-
jects talked at faster speech rate while the character responded
at slower vocal rate, and vice versa.

The reasons why the speech rate of subjects change the re-
verse tendency of vocal rate of the character are as follows:
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Figure 6: Average speech rates of six subjects

� The subjects react inversely to try to maintain a constant
rhythm of interaction.

� The character with slower voice rate gave negative ef-
fects on the speech rate of the subjects on comparing
with the character of faster voice rate because the char-
acter disturb the subjects utterance rhythm as the result
of longer response.

4. Conclusions
In this paper, we focused on social effects on the vocal rate of
a computer’s response, as the key towards achieving social in-
teraction with empathy between humans and computers. We
examined how slower or faster vocal rate of a computer come
to affect humans by using an interactive system that mimics
prosodic features of the human voice echoicly with prosody-
only voice. From the results, we obtained the following find-
ings:

� The subjects more favorably interpret the system with
the faster vocal rate than the system with the slower vocal
rate because it returned shorter responses to them.

� Actual speech rate of subjects changed inversely to that
of the system because the subject coordinated to make a
more rhythmical interaction without any intention.

We believe that these findings can be applied to the design of in-
teractive systems such as voice interface system including com-
munication robots and CG characters.

As future work, we will study the other features related to
the a computer’s response with echoic mimicry using prosody-
only voice on time-scale including rhythmic pattern of utter-
ances, as a key towards forming interpersonal relations between
humans and computers. We will base this work on the social
bonding observed in proto-communications.
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